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Presentation Notes
Today we will review MSC’s maintenance philosophy, have an in-depth discussion on Reliability Centered Maintenance, by the way is anyone in the audience familiar with RCM, and view what we are doing for you regarding RCA training , improving maintenance with your participation and some changes coming your way in SAMM with the SP3 upgrade.



Framework ~ MSC Mission
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This MSC’s Mission-focused Value driven document (you each should have a copy in your padfolio) from which MSC’s maintenance philosophy & policies are derived.  To meet our Mission statement we have to maintain the reliability of our equipment so its available when needed.  To align with our Vision statement we need to maintain our equipment reliability in a cost effective manner.  This document sets the foundation of our maintenance philosophy which is built around…



MSC’s Maintenance Philosophy

• People: 
• Maintain trained, motivated and 

forward-thinking shipboard and 
shore-side personnel
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…your skills which play a critical role in the execution of maintenance and the reliability of our equipment. And you have a shore side staff that is concerned with improving reliability through cost effective innovations.  Examples are …NOTE:  (e.g.) For instance because we have skilled and licensed marine engineers the way MSC implements it’s vibration monitoring program is unique. We schedule test, provide our mariners with guidance on how to test each machine and provide a recommendation for the Chief or First Engineer to then make a decision on whether maintenance is required. In other organizations they have Vibration Analysis Experts come out and perform the test do the analysis and provide them with maintenance requirements. Both achieve the same result, but the MSC approach relies on the skills of the mariner and the knowledge of the licensed marine engineer.  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:US_Navy_080703-N-8943B-004_Gas_Systems_Turbine_(Mechanical)_Fireman_James_Smith_explains_an_engineering_system_to_members_of_the_St._Lucia_Marine_Police.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


• Tools: 
• Provide the necessary technology, 

tools, and equipment to analyze and 
document operating conditions and 
maintenance history, in order to 
enhance maintenance planning and 
execution 

MSC’s Maintenance Philosophy
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… diagnostic tools to monitor and analyze equipment condition to facilitate maintenance decisions, planning and execution. Some of which will be discussed this week which are;Chemical AnalysisLubricating Oil Analysis Vibration Analysis Diesel Engine Combustion Analysis Thermography Surveys;And then there are ….

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Icon_tools_red.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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…the applications to transform data into actionable information.  This is a graphical representation of the engineering applications that currently exist.  We are in the process of updating the shore side SAMM application to a internet (cloud) based program that we currently call CM or the Corrective Maintenance application.  Shore side Feedback module has been moved to CM and PENG is in the process of being moved.  Also, we are developing a Transalt tracking application that will also be housed in CM.



• Maintenance Management Approach: 
• Comply with commercial regulatory and 

international requirements
• Maintain Flexibility in addressing 

maintenance needs through a mix of 
continuous ship’s force maintenance, 
technical representative service, and 
industrial assistance

MSC’s Maintenance Philosophy
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MSC Voluntarily complies with commercial regulatory & international requirements (USCG,ABS) and MSC allows the  CE the flexible in determining the best use of resources.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1f/US_Navy_050421-N-8629M-039_The_Military_Sealift_Command_(MSC)_underway_replenishment_oiler_USNS_Yukon_(T-AO_202)_makes_an_approach_to_come_alongside_MSC_hospital_ship_USNS_Mercy_(T-AH_19)_for_an_underway_r


• Ensure Fiscal responsibility and authority: 
• Align life cycle management responsibilities 

with fiscal oversight to optimize ship 
availability for customer requirements using 
best-value principles. 
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And of course doing all of this in a cost effective manner to provide value to our customers.



• Promote Optimization: 
• Continue to improve life cycle 

management and engineering 
processes 

• Evaluate the application of new 
technologies to improve life cycle 
management effectiveness 

MSC’s Maintenance Philosophy
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And lastly, MSC promotes continuous improvement as defined by its workforce.  So we all have a part to play.



• More simply put, the 5-Rs:
•The Right Maintenance 

• on the Right Equipment, 
• at the Right Time 

• with the Right people
• in the Right way

• Employ an efficient and cost-
effective maintenance approach 
that strives to ensure safety, meets 
regulatory requirements, and 
supports reliability in support of 
MSC missions.

Maintenance Strategy
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From this philosophy we derive our maintenance strategy of the 5R’s.  The right maintenance on the right equipment at the right time in an efficient and cost effective approach with the right people and in the right way.And more specifically our strategy is to implement a cost effective maintenance approach in maintaining equipment reliability to be able to perform our mission when called upon.



Reliability Centered Maintenance

• Reliability Centered Maintenance: 
A methodology for determining 
Applicable & Effective preventive 
maintenance requirements based 
on the analysis of Machinery 
History and the Experience of 
Ships’ Personnel
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Now we are going to discuss Reliability Centered Maintenance.  RCM is a process that involves relies on your participation to ensure our maintenance is applicable and effective.  Applicable meaning that the task truly restores the reliability of the equipment and effective meaning it is worth doing.  We will start out going over some background and terms before applying these principles. 



Commercial & Government Agencies 
Embrace RCM
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RCM may be new to MSC, but RCM is an industry wide process used to develop and improve planned maintenance programs.  RCM came about back in the 1960’s when United Airlines was about to introduce the 747 into its fleet and realized that the cost of maintenance would prevent it from turning a profit.  This process of RCM defined the correct maintenance and introduced condition monitoring which allowed UA to operate the 747 profitably. The DoD picked up on this methodology in the 1970’s and continued to develop it until its current form. Other commercial companies followed and RCM is now used across all major industries.



Why Implement RCM?

• Common approach to justify PM changes
• Results based on machinery history data
• Justification for the task is recorded
• PM Feedback adjudicated more quickly

• Eliminates non-value-added PMs
• Ensures accurate/value-added PMs
• Best practices detailed in PM narratives
• Identifies Maintenance gaps (3 types)
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Here are some of the benefits that MSC has already gained from the implementation of RCM. 3 Types of maintenance gaps: Those where the OEM’s recommendations are not followed, those where the maintenance in SAMM does not match the OEM or the application, and when something fails that could have been prevented by a previously unidentified maintenance action.



What  Is “Maintenance”?

Maintenance consists of actions 
taken to ensure components, 
equipment, and systems provide 
their intended functions when 
required to do so.
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To give you a good understanding of RCM we’ll first go over a couple of definitions and terms.Note: stress and define “System” and “Function”



Understanding  Function

• Basic requirement of maintenance 
is to preserve function

• Not necessarily design / appearance

• Defining “intended function” 
properly is essential

• Procurement specifications set 
acceptance criteria 

• In-service requirements may be less 
rigorous
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Why are we interested in maintaining function, versus maintaining design specifications?  Can someone provides an answer.Let’s say we have two engines of the same model, same design, one is used as part of emergency generator set and the other is used as part of an SSDG set.  Should the maintenance be the same for the engine in both applications? Another example is the Colt-Pielstick 4.2 engines aboard the TAO’s.  These engine contain an injector cooling water system designed for heavy FO.  However the TAO’s use regular diesel fuel.  Although the engine was designed with an injector cooling system, it is not required for the function of the propulsion train and should not be maintained.Maintaining/preserving  the system function is the key to a successful maintenance effort.Maintaining systems to provide capacity that is not needed wastes resources.



We do maintenance because:

• We believe hardware reliability 
degrades with age

• There is something we can do 
to restore or maintain the 
original reliability

• It pays for itself
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Those are all correct, but maintenance actions must satisfy every one of these.These three reasons for performing maintenance became the RCM framework – and they directly correlate to the three filters (age degradation, applicability, and effectiveness) that we shall cover later in this presentation.



7 Backfit RCM Questions
• Function: What function does the hardware 

perform?
• Functional Failure: What failure will interrupt 

the function?
• Failure Mode: What causes the functional 

failure?
• Failure Effect: What happens when the failure 

occurs?
• Failure Consequence: What is the impact of the 

failure?
• Task Identification: Is the PM based on 

condition, time, hidden failure, etc?
• Redesign or No Task Required: What action 

should be taken if a proactive task is not 
identified?

N7
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There can be many failure modes for a single functional failure. Failure of a pump to deliver full pressure could be the result of a seized bearing, worn wearing rings or impeller, a tripped breaker, and burned up motor, or a snapped shaft.



Amplification
• Functional Failure

• The term that describes the loss of 
function

• If the function is to provide water at 60 
PSI, 100-120 degrees F

• The Functional Failure is - it doesn’t 
provide water at 60 PSI, 100-120 deg F 

• Failure Mode
• What caused the failure? Material 

condition after failure (e.g. seized 
bearing)

• Reliability
• The ability to provide its intended 

function when called upon to do so
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Review Terms



Design/
Build

Storage MaintainOperateInstall/
Startup

Root Cause AnalysisLoss of Ship Availability and
Equipment Downtime

Unnecessary Maintenance and Repairs

Defects DefectsDefects DefectsDefects

Source: Making 
Common Sense 
Common Practice 3rd

Edition 

By Ron Moore

Reliability 
Centered Maintenance 

Goal being Reliability
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As important as maintenance is to reliability, there are other factors that also play a role, however today well will focus on maintenance as we all play a major role in insuring our maintenance is applicable and effective. Reliability is more than “when was the last time this system or equipment was overhauled?” If a salt water pump is not run monthly, it might trip the breaker when started due to salting up of the pump at the seals, preventing the pump from turning.



Three types of maintenance

Type of 
Maintenance Corrective Preventive Shipalts

Characteristic
Action

Scheduling Planned / 
Unplanned Planned (Recurring Action) Planned (One-Time Action)

Sample Tasks

• Technical 
representative 
visits

• Voyage repairs
• Casualty 
correction

efforts

• Rebuild/restore
• Oil or grease
• Evaluate conditions:

- Vibration analysis
- Infrared imaging
- Performance test

• Discard & replace
• Top off fluids

- ND test
- Oil analysis
- Visual inspections

• Redesign component(s)
• Redesign equipment
• Redesign system(s)

Correct unsatisfactory
conditions

Replace
Components

Other

Adjust or
Align

Components

Minimize unsatisfactory
conditions

Diagnose Condition

Other

Preempt Wearout

Test Inspect Restore Replace

Check Hidden
Function Service

Eliminate unsatisfactory
conditions

Modify to Meet
Current

Requirements
(Evolution)

Upgrade to Meet
New 

Specifications
(Revolution)
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Some more definitions of common maintenance terminology .go over the chart with emphasizing that SAMM contains preventive maintenance tasks.Corrective maintenance tasks are a combination of unplanned tasks which we prefer to keep at a minimum and planed corrective actions as a result of the diagnostic preventive maintenance tasks,And Alterative task are a result of design changes that get approved through MSC’s Transalt process. 



All tasks are Scheduled on a time or situational basis

Maintenance
Task

Types

Condition-
Directed

Time-
Directed

Failure Finding Servicing & 
Lubrication

Actions
Taken within
Procedure

“Health 
Monitoring” 

Characteristic of 
a Failure Mode 

that can be 
Measured 

Accurately & 
Consistently 

“Life Renewal” 
(restore or 

replace 
regardless of 

condition)

“Hidden Failure”
Determine whether 
a functional failure 

has already 
occurred

Service, 
Refurbish, or 

Renew

Oil, grease or 
otherwise 
lubricate

Circumstance

Sufficient Time 
between 

Detecting a 
Problem and 
Actual Failure

Probability of 
Failure 

Increases with 
Time 

(Wear out)
No Measurable 
Characteristic

Failure of off-line or 
“hidden” function 

(e.g. 
Safety/protective 

devices)

Periodic OEM 
Action Required

Maintain 
Lubrication

Recurring PM Task Types in SAMM
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These are the preventive maintenance task types that we employ throughout MSC with Condition directed being preferred over time-directed.So lets go over each type:Condition-Directed tasks are non-intrusive tasks applied where a characteristic corresponding to a specific failure mode can be accurately and consistently measured. Time-Directed are life renewal tasks regardless of condition.  Just do it tasks because a condition directed task can not be defined.Failure Finding tasks find failures that have already occurred but not apparent to the crew under normal operating modes.  These tasks are usually associated with safety equipment.Servicing/Lubrication are those housekeeping tasks associated with replenishing consumable/oil, grease, or otherwise lubrication.Minimizing failures through performance of proper maintenance actions helps to preserve system functionality and reliabilityOf course, prior to implementing any of these tasks we will consider the risk associated with the failure mode.



RCM For CBM

N7

ABS CM/PM 
program relies 
on CBM 
compliance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reliability Centered Maintenance is the hub of Condition Based Maintenance.  Condition Based Maintenance provides continued insights into the condition of an equipment, allowing data analysis of the equipment prior to failure. Monitoring equipment wear before failure is a critical aspect of proactive reliability centered maintenance. This is especially true for condition based tasks.



Simple Wearout

Age

Pf

Probability 
of Failure Wearout

Zone
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If everything wore out per this curve, meaning there was little or no service life remaining at failure, applying maintenance becomes much simplerHowever, very few things fit this pattern consistently.(Note: Simple wear out is typically observed in simple items: Tires, An axle riding on a bearing, Ladder treads



Complex Systems - Random Failure 
Characteristics

Pf

Probability 
of Failure

Complex
Systems

Age
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Unfortunately, random failures are more prevalent in a complex system. Take a coin toss, where heads is okay and tails is failure. Each toss has a 50/50 change of failure. Now, flip two coins at once and the failure potential goes up to 75% chance. Imagine 10 or more coins tossed at any given time in a complex system and you can see where time has less to do with failure and trends are not really associated with age.



Age-Reliability Studies

UAL
1968

Broberg
1973

MSDP Studies
1983

SSMD
1993

SUBMEPP
2001

A. 4% 3% 3% 6% 2%

B. 2% 1% 17% 0% 10%

C. 5% 4% 3% 0% 17%

Evidence of Wearout 11% 8% 23% 6% 29%

D. 7% 11% 6% 0% 9%

E. 14% 15% 42% 60% 56%

F. 68% 66% 29% 33% 6%

No Evidence of Wearout 89% 92% 77% 93% 71%

Ag
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el
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ed

R
an
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m

Age

Pf
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There have been a number of studies that support that conclusion at you can see in this illustration.Several studies some in the air line industry some for Navy surface ships, some for submarines, have all shown that the majority of equipment fail on a random basis. Backup: UAL - checked comm. gear, flap actuators, engines. Swedes - Different equipment, same distribution. MSDP - SSTG, A/C, 5” Gun. Note:  More complex items drove “E” to be the greatest. SUBMEP also did a study (2001), again similar results   
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Different Ages at Failure

Source:  Reliability-Centered Maintenance, Nowlan and Heap
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Presentation Notes
 (Animated – need to click screen to forward)This example of a functional failure will expose a random failure and the preferred  maintenance task type which we will talk about in the next slide- In this example, lets say we have two injector fuel pumps that need to be replace, one on a propulsion engine of one ship and the other on the same model engine on another ship and both are located on cylinder number 1.  (Design) From a design standpoint they were manufactured at the same company-only slight differences should exist in machining tolerances and material.(Handling) both components may have experienced differences in packaging, shipping and storage that could affect reliability.(Installation)  One ship took great care in following the maintenance narrative & using the special tools in installing the fuel pump while the crew on the other ship was in a rush and were not as careful when installing the new fuel pump.(Operation) And of course the engines are operated differentlyThis example high lights: We can’t “nail” Pf because of these variables Pf is never zero.  Failures still happen! The best way for us to maximize our availability/reliability without unnecessarily “throwing away useful life” in our equipment, is to develop condition based tasks. Developing tasks that are based on “condition” allow us to capture the maximum useful life of a component regardless of its initial condition or stresses.  Which leads me to the next slide…(Notes Questions to Ask:Why is initial resistance to failure of like items different (mfg, shipping, QA, Lots, handling, storage). Like components may fail at different times; why is that so?  Like components can also be exposed to different stresses…why would that happen?   Can you as maintenance requirements developers be able to predict these differences?…NO!)
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Another thing that is considered in RCM is RISK.  Risk is a combination of consequences and probability.  This slide demonstrates how we might be able to affect risk.NOTE: Run through the slide sequence.For a light bulb we simply accept fix when fail because while the Probability of failure is high, the severity of failure is low.We can manage risk through redesign.  Take a certain critical regulator.  Both probability and severity of failure are high.  If we redesign the system to add redundant regulators we change both the probability of failure and severity of failure to an acceptable risk area.We can manage risk by using condition monitoring.  By employing Condition monitoring we can find impending failure sooner and thus move to a lower risk area.Lastly we can schedule time-directed maintenance in a manner to reduce risk.  We can change an oil filter for example at any interval.  The goal is to minimize the Probability of Failure while maximizing the use of our available resources. – 3K oil change, once in green good to go – potentially too much.
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Another thing that is considered in RCM is RISK.  Risk is a combination of consequences and probability.  This slide demonstrates how we might be able to affect risk.NOTE: Run through the slide sequence.For a light bulb we simply accept fix when fail because while the Probability of failure is high, the severity of failure is low.We can manage risk through redesign.  Take a certain critical regulator.  Both probability and severity of failure are high.  If we redesign the system to add redundant regulators we change both the probability of failure and severity of failure to an acceptable risk area.We can manage risk by using condition monitoring.  By employing Condition monitoring we can find impending failure sooner and thus move to a lower risk area.Lastly we can schedule time-directed maintenance in a manner to reduce risk.  We can change an oil filter for example at any interval.  The goal is to minimize the Probability of Failure while maximizing the use of our available resources. – 3K oil change, once in green good to go – potentially too much.
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Backfit RCM TriFold
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we are going to apply the principles of RCM which are .. (read definitions).  You should all have a tri-fold in your pad folio.  If you take a look at it you will see at the top of the three sections, the three filters that we will apply in the following example.



RCM Principle Application: 1st Filter

N7

Each PM Task is designed to prevent or 
mitigate a failure mode that will result in a 
functional failure of the equipment or 
system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We start by applying the principles of RCM on the First Filter which asks questions related to age degradation.  We believe reliability degrades with age, so we ask the question, “does the failure mode occur?” The first requirement is to determine what functional failure and failure mode the maintenance action is trying to address.



1st Filter: Age Degradation

• If

• Delete Task

N7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first step in applying the RCM principles, in optimizing our maintenance tasks, is to understand what failure modes the task is intended to mitigate and determine if any of the failure mode actually occur or is very likely to occur.If the failure mode does not occur or is unlikely to occur than the maintenance task may not be needed or the periodicity should be extended.



• If “yes”, Determine/Classify Task Type…
• CD: Condition Directed
• TD: Time Directed
• FF: Failure Finding
• S: Servicing
• L: Lubrication
…then go to next filter: Applicability
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1st Filter: Age Degradation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second step in applying the RCM principles in optimizing our maintenance tasks is to determine whether the failure mode ever occurs in the service life of the equipment or system.If the failure mode occurs or is likely to occur, then you need to determine the type of maintenance: CD, TD, etc. before moving on to the next filter
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1st Filter: Age Degradation

…then go to next filter: Applicability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 3 requires identifying the type of maintenance task prior to moving on to the second filter: Applicability



2nd Filter: Applicability
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To answer this question, only apply the 
Rules for Applicability associated with the 

Task Type identified in Step 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Second filter is based on our preposition that there is something we can do to restore or maintain reliability, so we ask whether the existing task is really applicable.



2nd Filter: Applicability
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The task only has to satisfy the questions 
associated with its corresponding task type. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The questions we ask are based on the type of maintenance task that was identified in Step 3.  For example, if the task was a condition directed task, you would only ask the questions under CD: Health monitoring, not the questions under the other task types.



• Does the Task Restore or Maintain  
Inherent Reliability?
• If “No”, then Review Improvement 

Options:
• Can the task be modified to form an 

Applicable Task?
• If “Yes”, either

• Change Task Type
• Change scope/requirements
• Change periodicity

• If “No”, Delete the task

N7

2nd Filter: Applicability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the task does not satisfy the applicability rules, then you need to look at possible improvement options. If an option is available, such as changing the task type, scope or requirements, periodicity, you do so and run the task back through the applicability filter. If not, you delete the task. For example, a certified life raft maintenance action was to check the certification once a year…the cert was only good for one year, so each time it was checked it was found to be expired. The question became: Does checking the certificate restore the function of a certified life raft? The answer was no, because the function of a certified life raft is to allow the ship to get underway (not to save lives, because an life raft out of certification could do that). The task scope had to be changed to read “recertify life raft”, and since the recertification would allow the ship to get underway, the revised task was deemed applicable.



• Does the Task Restore or Maintain  Inherent 
Reliability?

• If “Yes”, then Identify one or more functional failure 
consequences the task intended to prevent or mitigate

N7

2nd Filter: Applicability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once a task has been deemed applicable, Step 5 asks you to identify the functional failure consequence. In other words, would failure of the system or equipment affect the safety or environment, or operational performance/mission, or at least be cost effective? A task only has to pertain to one of these three areas.



3rd Filter: Effectiveness
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving on to the third and final filter, based on our preposition that maintenance is cost effective, we ask whether or not the task is worth doing. To make this determination, review the section under Step 6 that you believed applies from the previous filter. If the failure consequence applied to safety or the environment, then you ask whether the task reduces the probability of failure to an acceptable level for safety or the environment (or regulatory body). If it would affect the mission, the same applies; or if it is simply more cost effective to perform the maintenance than do a repair and suffer any lost time or off hire situations.



• In other words: Is the Task Worth Doing?
• Safety and/or Regulatory

• Does the Task Reduce the Probability
of failure to an acceptable level                           
(The probability of failure is never zero.)

• Operational performance (Mission)
• Does this task reduce the risk (Probability X 

Consequences) of impacting the mission to         
an acceptable level

• All other failures
• Is the Cost of PM Less than the Cost of Repair 

Plus the Cost of Lost Capability

<PM

N7

3rd Filter: Effectiveness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This last step is to ensure that the task is effective.By effective we mean does the task pay for itself by mitigating the consequences (safety, regulatory, mission or cost) of an unplanned lost of equipment/function.Task effectiveness is evaluated against the failure consequences.For safety-regulatory related consequences, severity is max so all you could effect is probability, if the task is effective it will reduce the probability of failure to an acceptable level. The failure of this equipment would not pose a safety hazardNext we would determine if the loss of this equipment would have mission-related consequences, if so, we would expect this task to reduce the risk which equates to reducing either the probability and/or the consequences to an acceptable level. The loss of this equipment would not affect mission or even the function of the refrigeration system as there are two compressors in this system.The value of this task would be based on economics.  Does it cost more to prevent the failure than fixing it afterward plus the cost of lost capability?



3rd Filter: Effectiveness

N7

• If the task DOES NOT satisfy its associated area, 
then Review Improvement Options
• Can the task be improved to form an Effective

Task? If not, delete the task.
• If the task DOES satisfy its associated area, then 

consider whether it can be improved, document 
any changes, and schedule the Task

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the task does not satisfy those areas, look for ways to improve it. If it does, then also consider ways to improve it. 



• Whether or not a Task satisfies the 
Rules for Effectiveness, the Task 
should be reviewed as to how it 
could be improved to form an 
Effective Task, or a More Effective
Task by:

• Extending its Periodicity
• Changing the Scope or 

Requirements
• Combining with related tasks

N7

3rd Filter: Effectiveness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a task is not found to be effective there may be something that could be done to make it acceptable.  Extending the periodicity may be one way to improve the tasks efficiency.  A better way would be to change the scope or combine with another task to make it more cost effective. A good example was NOAA asking whether we could combine 6 tasks related to an air handler, each of which required at least a partial disassembly of the unit and each had the same monthly periodicity. The 6 tasks were combined into a single task, thus streamlining the maintenance process (more cost effective) by having them do the disassembly only once a month rather than 6 times.Does anyone have any questions regarding the RCM process and the three filters?



Backfit RCM Example

Example No.1

•Maintenance Task – Inspect         
& Check Injection Pumps 
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Backfit RCM Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example 1



• Task:  M-Code 0498, Inspect & Check 
Injector Pumps 12000 hrs

• Functional Failure:  Injector Pump 
Delivery Erratic

• Failure Mode:  Loose Pump Bolts
• Does Failure mode Occur in Service?:  

No, Failure is highly unlikely to occur in 
service life.  

• Action: Delete Task

N7

1st Filter: Age Degradation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It turned out that they never saw a loose pump bolt, so the task was deleted.



Example No.2

• Maintenance Task –
Inspect Cylinder Heads
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Backfit RCM Example
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1st Filter: Age Degradation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example 2



• Task:  M-Code 0536, Inspect 
Cylinder Heads 6000 hrs

• Functional Failure:  Inadequate 
cylinder compression. Rough 
running

• Failure Mode:  Cylinder Head 
Cracks/Valve Assembly Wear

• Does Failure mode Occur in 
Service?:  Yes

• Action: Identify Task Type and 
Determine if the Task is Applicable

N7

1st Filter: Age Degradation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The answer was “yes” because they had experienced cracked heads and valve assembly wear in the past.



2nd Filter: Applicability

 Task: M-Code 0536, Inspect Cylinder 
Heads 6000 hrs

 Task Type – Condition Directed Task 
 Does the Task Satisfy Applicability Rules?:  

No, scale deposit is not quantified or 
associated with cracked heads or worn 
valve assemblies

 Action:  Change to TD Task - Add detailed 
procedure to recondition cylinder heads 
at 12000 hrs, then Identify Functional 
Failure Consequences and determine if 
the Task is Effective

N7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The task, however, did not satisfy the applicability rules because checking for scaling deposits was a subject task and had no direct relationship with cracked heads or valve assembly wear. Changing the task to a Time Directed task that called for refurbishing the heads prevented cracked heads, so the revised maintenance was applicable. To determine the periodicity of the task, the time between lowest reliable age and time of failure for the worst case example, divided by 2, was used as a starting point.



Redesigned Task

N7



3rd Filter: Effectiveness

• Safety and/or Regulatory - No
• Operational Performance (Mission) –

Yes, loss an engine due to a cracked 
head would affect mission readiness

• All other failures -
• Cost of PM versus the cost of repair and 

lost capability…refurbishing a head is 
cheaper than a day off-hire

• Action – None; further improvements 
unknown

N7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that the task is applicable, application of the third filter is performed. In this case, it is most cost effective to refurbish the heads than replace a cracked head, plus doing so prevents a functional failure that would affect mission readiness.



Example No.3

• Maintenance Task – Check 
Rocker Arm Independent 
Lube Circuit
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Backfit RCM Example
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example 3



1st Filter: Age Degradation

• Task:  M-Code 0508, Inspect & 
Check Rocker Arm LO Circuit At 
1500 hours

• Functional Failure:  Lube oil 
pump not providing adequate 
pressure.

• Failure Mode:  Worn pump 
internals, from debris in LO.

• Does Failure mode Occur in 
Service?:  Yes

• Action:  Identify task type and 
continue to the Applicability 
Filter.

N7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first filter asks whether the equipment has ever experienced low pressure…the answer was “yes.”



2nd Filter: Applicability

• Task:  M-Code 0508, Inspect & Check 
Rocker Arm LO Circuit At 1500 hours

• Task Type – Condition/Time Directed 
Task

• Does the Task Satisfy Applicability Rules?:  
No: Wear is caused by debris in the Lube 
Oil, so checking Lube Oil pressure only 
identifies a failure rather than prevent or 
mitigate it

• Action:  Change to a CD task – Lube Oil 
Sampling, identify functional failure 
consequences, and continue to the 
Effectiveness Filter.

N7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The applicability filter asked whether checking the oil pressure was a good way to mitigate a worn pump from debris in the lube oil. The answer was no, because by the time the pressure is low, the pump is already worn and must be repaired. The necessary action was to change the scope of the task so they started checking the condition of the lube oil, which when filled with debris would cause the wear that would result in a loss of pressure. Checking the lube oil, therefore, prevented the worn pump internals due to debris because the presence of debris could be identified before it could do harm to the pump internals.



3rd Filter: Effectiveness 

• Safety and/or Regulatory - No
• Operational Performance 

(Mission) - No
• All other failures - Yes

• Cost of PM determined to be 
less than the cost of repair and 
lost capability.

• Action – None

N7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that it was an applicable task, the question as to whether functional failure would have any safety or regulatory impact (answer was no, USCG and ABS don’t care), or operational readiness (no, because a worn pump still provides pressure), or was otherwise cost effective…to which the answer was “yes”, because it’s less expensive to check the oil than repair or replace the pump.



We do maintenance because:

• We believe hardware reliability degrades 
with age  Does the failure mode occur?

• There is something we can do to restore 
or maintain the original reliability Does the 
Task restore/maintain the Inherent 
Reliability?

• It pays for itself Is the Task Worth Doing 
(Risk/Reward)?

N7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The filters and question are based on our prepositions.



Document Failures in SAMM
• Define the problem

• What indicated the need for repair?
• What were the operating conditions at the time?
• Did the failure have an immediate impact on the 

function of the system?

• Define the Repair
• What was replaced?
• Are there visual indicator of what may have caused 

them to fail?
• Take and upload pictures in SAMM
• What is the suspected cause of failure? What is the 

supporting evidence?

• Did the repair eliminate the symptoms?
• What was done to validate the repair?

• Lessons Learned
• Provide any recommendations to avoid future failures 

N7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course we rather not guess as to the failure modes, that’s why documenting the problem & repair in SAMM is so important.Looking across the class these individual failures could be a red flag for a problem regarding design, operation, maintenance, storage, installation or training.When corrective maintenance is required it is important to document how the failure was discovered, operating conditions at the time of failure, the condition found and the parts replaced and an educated assessment of the cause of failure.  This information across a class of ships will help in determining the need for or improvement of maintenance tasks. If you have failures and you believe isn’t addressed by a  maintenance task , then please send in a feedback so we can help you improve SAMM.



SAMM AUDIT

• Simplified Maintenance Effectiveness 
Review

• Data Analysis:
• Repair data applied against equipment 

over Five Years
• PM Conformance is compared to 

Equipment Repair History  (Age 
Degradation)

• Periodicity Changes
• Requires Chief Engineers concurrence

N7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SAMM audit is an additional tool we have developed to evaluate PM compliance and repair history  across a class of ships to identify maintenance tasks that can be extended.  Once we identify these tasks for extending periodicities, we present the findings to you for to decide what changes will be affected.



SAMM AUDIT

Typical Data Analysis Results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is typical of the finding the first time we conduct a data analysis across a class of ships.  For the tasks in the first two columns of Low conformance/Low Repairs and high conformance/Low Repairs we would recommend to you that the periodicities be extended to twice there current periodicity but no more than six months out.For the Low conformance/High repairs we would stress that these tasks be completed as scheduled and the High conformance/High repairs would require further analysis outside the scope of this audit.  The equipment associated with these maintenance actions could be a candidate for a Maintenance Effectiveness Review which we discussed earlier.



SAMM AUDIT

Example: Recommended Changes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a list of equipment that had a low number of corrective actions written against it in SAMM Machinery History along with the associated maintenance tasks that had low PM completion conformance.  In the case of PM Tasks with Low Conformance and Low repairs the periodicity is recommended for extension.Recomendations are usually twice the current periodicity up to a six month increase.conformance is a per percentage.  



Paradigm Shift

“Prove to me that 
failure won’t occur 
if you change this.”

“Prove to me that 
failure will occur if I 

change this.”

Limits of 
Applicable and 

Effective
Maintenance

N7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain the two schools of thought in the maintenance field:Conventional Perspective – Risk Adverse.Current Perspective – Risk Management.
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